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Drowning Prevention
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Drowning Prevention Facts

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Injury Center, for every child 14 years and younger who dies from drowning, five receive emergency department
care for nonfatal submersion injuries. More than half of these children require hospitalization. Nonfatal
drowning can cause brain damage that result in long-term disabilities ranging from memory problems and
learning disabilities to the permanent loss of basic functioning (i.e., permanent vegetative state).

To reduce the number of drowning, environmental protections (e.g., pool fences and lifeguards) should be
adopted. Alcohol use should be avoided while swimming or while supervising children; and all participants,
caregivers, and supervisors should be knowledgeable regarding water-safety skills and trained in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR). To prevent drowning in recreational water settings, The Journal of the American Medical
Association suggest the following strategies:

 Learn to swim.
 Never swim alone or in unsupervised places and always swim with a buddy. Select swimming sites that

have lifeguards.
 Make sure an adult is constantly watching children swimming or playing in or around the water. Do not

read, play cards, talk on the phone, socialize, or engage in any other distracting activity while supervising
children.

The State of Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, Laws and Regulations Concerning
Youth Camps, 10.16.06.47Aquatic Programs require that-

During an aquatic activity:

 A safety plan must be developed and implemented;
 One lifeguard, with lifeguard certification appropriate for the swimming site, must be on duty for each

group of 50 campers or fraction of 50 campers in the water. The lifeguard must be properly positioned.
Before swimming at a pool, check with your local health department; the physical layout of the pool may
require more than 1 lifeguard on duty, even when there are less than 50 swimmers; and

 At least 2 individuals certified in first aid and CPR must be on duty at the activity.

In addition to the lifeguard(s):

 A director must be present at the activity site;
 One designated watcher must be on duty at pool side observing the campers for each group of 25 campers

or fraction of 25 campers;
 One adult, counselor, or assistant counselor must be on duty and supervising each group of 10 campers or

fraction of 10 campers; and
 When swimming instruction is given, an instructor must be present and supervising the activity.
 An additional instructor, lifeguard, counselor, or assistant counselor must be on duty if any condition

exists that compromises the ability of the staff member to perform their job.

The presence of lifeguards, watchers, and trained CPR/First Aid staff increases the likelihood of a favorable
outcome. Having lifeguard and camp staff supervision, knowing safety procedures, knowing camper swimming
abilities, and restricting swimming areas can eliminate a drowning. Every second counts!
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